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Embrace the Opportunity
Siddharth Sheth
Publications & Communications Coodinator, SAE-A
Many of us would agree that it is a
challenging time to be a part of the
automotive industry in Australia.
But as the saying goes, ‘when one
door closes, another opens’, as this
also happens to be a time of great
excitement and opportunity.
Exciting because, in many ways, we
are watching and experiencing the
rebirth of cars and the automotive
industry – the internal combustion
engine cars that we have all become
accustomed to over the past
century are now increasingly being
replaced by cars that are propelled
by hybrid, electric, and other alternative sustainable technology such
as the hydrogen fuel cell. We are
redefining the core of what propels
our cars, and this, coupled with
advanced electronics and a novel
level of automation, all collectively
demand a whole new range of
skillset, knowledge, and expertise
from the traditional automotive
engineers, designers, manufacturers, and repairers.
Whilst we are amidst this major
technological transition, a more
immediate influence to the
Australian industry is the closing of
OE manufacturing. This, more than
ever before, introduces a need to
innovate and furthermore, the ability
to commercialise innovation. This
edition of the magazine features
an article by SC Group which
highlights how engineering skills
can be applied to a diverse range
of sectors within the industry, and
the automotive experience can be
used to develop solutions which add
value to the functionality as well as
provide a cost saving option for the
end-users.

The Society’s important role during
this time of change is well-presented by the university students’
involvement in, and professional
growth throughout, the Formula
SAE-A experience. Their impressive
performance both on the Formula
SAE-A track every year and also
off the field is in many ways
unmatched by any other experience
throughout their academic careers.
The research paper incorporated
in this magazine presents a prime
example of students’ analytical skills
and systematic thinking, and how
this is used to design and simulate
the performance of an electric
propulsion system from engineering
first principles for a Formula SAE-A
electric vehicle.
I’d like to wrap up with a brief
recollection of my recent visit to Hi
Voltage Karts based in Ravenhall,
Victoria. It was quite an exhilarating
experience of racing in a rear-wheeldrive electric kart which accelerates
from 0-80km/h in just 5 seconds,
and is accompanied by a distinct
hum of the electric powertrain. This
experience also made me realise
that the changes happening to
our industry are not just limited to
automotive manufacturing, but are
also prevalent across other areas of
the industry. I encourage all to look
upon favourably to the change and
make the most of this opportune
time, just as SC Group, Hi Voltage
Karts, and many others have. This
time might mark an end to some
elements of the industry but it also
allows for just as many new beginnings.

Creating Value
Through
Innovative
Engineering
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Creating Value Through Innovative Engineering
Words by David Newcombe

About SC Group
Automotive engineering in Australia is
changing from high volume to niche and the
engineers at SC Group are excited about their
place in Australia’s future.

The SC Group of companies, comprising of
Supacat, SC Innovation, Proteum, and Blackhill
Engineering, operate internationally with an
engineering footprint in England and Australia.

SC Group’s focus on delivering efficiently
engineered products for use in diverse
markets is enabled by technical capability and
the confidence to “have a go”.

The Melbourne office engineer vehicles for
Supacat and provide automotive design and
analysis services to automotive OEM’s under
the SC Innovation brand.

Engineers at SC Group are encouraged to work
with the latest materials and technologies
across a variety of industries.

Supacat produce highly complex military
vehicles in low-volume from a modest
manufacturing footprint.

The case study presented provides a window
into SC Group’s capability to make use of
simulation and design tools to optimise a
system solution.

Engineers within the SC Group have the
capability and experience to develop
innovative products for diverse markets.

Figure 1. The SMV 24 multi-purpose vessel is an
example of a tailored solution developed by SC
Innovation for a niche market with the purpose of
supporting safe transportation of cargo to remote
sites for maintenance activities.
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Figure 2. Rear view of the HMT vehicle with rail system fitted to the
storage zone in eight places for retaining attachment items.

The MK2 High Mobility Transporter (HMT) Extenda
Supacat are delivering 89 vehicles in
four configurations to the Australian
Defence Force for use by the
Australian Special Forces under the
JP2097 Ph 1B (REDFIN) program.
Manufacture and delivery of this
product is currently occurring.
The chassis of the MK2 HMT
Extenda was specifically designed
to meet the requirements of the
Australian Special Forces. A
feature of the HMT Extenda is
that it can be converted to 4x4 or
6x6 configurations by inserting or
removing a self-contained third
axle unit. The reconfigurable open
architecture of this high mobility
vehicle delivers a capability which
can be used for a variety of roles.

delivery. This flexible engineering
process allows constant product
refinement during development and
delivery.

Project Opportunities
One of the prominent challenges
of this project was to efficiently
engineer a product for the
delivered configurations whilst
enabling the flexibility to apply new
configurations as future needs

arise. The ease at which modules
can be relocated in the hamper
(storage zone) is an essential
product feature. The hamper has a
rail system installed longitudinally
which allows for adjustment of
fastener locations to suit storage
requirements. Modules in the
hamper are retained by the rail
system. Flexible storage modules
that allow retention of items such
as jerry cans and ammunition are
attached to the hamper using the
Figure 3. Commercial-off-theshelf (COTS) T-bolt used to retain
attachment items to the rail
system on the MK2 HMT Extenda.

This project required the
development of new vehicle
configurations which had not
previously been engineered. Rapid
delivery of product was achieved
by embracing the concurrent
engineering process where design,
testing, and manufacturing run
simultaneously from inception to
www.saea.com.au
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Fz
Axial

Fy
Transverse Shear

Figure 4. Direction of forces applied to the T-bolt joint.

rail system and T-bolts. Each T-bolt
takes up valuable rail space which
can limit versatility. To enhance
product value, an investigation to
optimise the number of T-bolts
required to attach reconfigurable
modules to the rail system was
initiated.
Modules retained to the rail system
using T-bolts are exposed to both
static and dynamic (acceleration)
events. This required a thorough
understanding and confidence
in the T-bolt performance before
delivering a finalised product.
Destructive testing is a method
commonly used to gain confidence
in the system performance.
Physical testing of all the possible
vehicle combinations would
generate significant cost for the
project and require amortisation
across the production volume.
As a low-volume producer, this
cost would be transferred to the
unit price and ultimately become
prohibitive for the customer. To
provide value, it was determined
that qualification of the design
would be completed using Finite
Element (FE) simulations correlated
to physical testing.
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Commercial-off-the-shelf
(COTS) parts with international
availability were used where
possible to reduce costs during
product delivery and for sparing of
parts. The selected COTS T-bolts
were tested and rated by the
manufacturer for use in a different
application to that of this project.
When fitted to the HMT, the T-bolts
experienced loads in directions
that were different to how the
COTS part are traditionally used.
Further assessment was required to
confirm the T-bolt’s multi-directional
capacity.

Fx
Longitudinal Shear

characteristic of the
T-bolt may be similar to a common
bolt which can experience an
increase in axial performance when
compared to the maximum shear
capacity. Testing was required
to prove this hypothesis and to
understand the T-bolt’s fracture
behaviour. A test matrix was
developed to provide confidence
in the test results and enable
characterisation of the T-bolt.

Overcoming Challenges
A baseline design was created
to retain the modules to the
rail system within the hamper
using T-bolts. Forces applied
to the T-bolts were determined
using FE simulation based on
the combination of modules
located within the four vehicle
configurations. The T-bolt
manufacturer specified a single
rating applicable for all directions.
The quantity and location of
the T-bolts fitted to the vehicle
was determined by the loads
experienced and the T-bolt rating.
It was hypothesised that the

Figure 5.Stress plot of T-bolt with 2x scaled
deformation mode using FE analysis.
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Figure 6. FE simulation (left) applied to the bracket prior to physical testing (right) to ensure that actual deflection during testing is minimised.

To maximise machine utilisation
during T-bolt testing, customised
fixtures were designed in
collaboration with a local test
facility.

test results indicated that geometry
was the dominant influencer of the
T-bolt’s capacity as the performance
of the heat treated samples
displayed insignificant variation.

These fixtures needed to deliver
accurate test results, protect the
testing equipment and enable
efficient testing. Ease of workpiece
setup, changeover and quick
inspection of samples was achieved
which maximised the number of
tests completed during the test
period. During the design process,
the fixtures were assessed using FE
to ensure deflection was minimised
and materials were operating well
below their yield strength.

Assessment of the test results
including investigation into
fracture behaviour provided a
clear understanding of the T-bolt’s
performance characteristics.
Statistical methods were
implemented to provide confidence
in the T-bolt limit load. It
was determined that the
mechanical performance
of the T-bolt when
fastened to
the rail system
exceeded the
manufacturers
generic load
rating in axial
and transverse
directions as
ear
Sh
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e
s
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It was necessary to understand
the manufacturing factors
that could decrease the T-bolt
performance. The supplier’s
manufacturing process delivered
consistent geometry and quality
processes monitored material and
finish. Confidence in the T-bolt’s
performance when exposed to
variation in heat treatment was
required. T-bolts were heat treated
to represent a worst-case variation
and included in the test matrix. The
www.saea.com.au

The increase in axial and transverse shear capacity was applied
to the T-bolt. The performance
of the T-bolts which attach the
reconfigurable modules to the rail
system was assessed using FE
sub-models.
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Figure 7: T-bolt mechanical performance operational window derived by
Supacat and compared to the manufacturer’s generic rating. The plot
shows additional capacity in the axial and transverse directions.
VTE
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This assessment enabled optimisation of the quantity and location
of T-bolts to commence. Following
an in depth investigation of the rail
system, it was possible to reduce
the number of T-bolts fitted to the
vehicle from the baseline design by
approximately 20%.

Creating Value with
Australian Capability
The T-bolt optimisation investigation resulted in the application
of a high-value solution to a
complex vehicle. The product was
improved by reducing the quantity
of T-bolts required (cost, mass,
and engineering effort) which
also provided additional space
along the rail section for use on
future configurations. This was
enabled by the confident use of
concurrent engineering principles
and FE simulations. Products were
delivered with improved productivity, providing greater value for the
customer overall.
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Figure 8.T-bolt Characterisation Process

The method to categorise materials,
parts, or systems is a capability
which has been applied to Supacat
products and has also influenced
product outcomes for local and
international automotive OEM’s
since 2007.
The Australian engineering and
manufacturing landscape is rapidly
changing as a result of automotive
production decline.

SC Group embrace the opportunity to combine experience with
technology to quickly introduce
engineered innovation into the
competitive market.

www.scinnovation-global.com
www.scgroup-global.com

